
…the encounter with sharks
is something beyond words…”

MALDIVES  
‘’THE BEST SEVEN’’

CRUISES  “MALÈ - LAAMU – HUVADHOO” A WORLD OF EMOTIONS!

The extreme South Maldives crossing cruise is one of the most 
exciting routes you can ever experience in the Archipelago.
Getting out of the most commonly frequented courses, we 
navigate to the Equator starting from South Male atoll, quickly 
crossing the next atolls of FELIDHOO AND MULAKU. Not 
neglecting diving the most famous sites of such locations, 
preparing ourselves to the greater emotions of South 
Huvadhoo and Foammulah channels. We will not forget to 
explore the most celebrated: a bit of training in the most 
celebrated passes of Maldives, where big pelagic and 
migratory �sh encounters are guaranteed.

Passing through THAA ATOLL we will spend the �rst night 
awaiting for the habitual visit of Whale Sharks: the largest �sh 
of the ocean uses to stop by our stern lights to feed on the 
surface plankton, attracted by the powerful lighting; this will 
grand us unbelievable moments of close-by and undisturbed 
observation. One more amazing feature is represented, upon 
arrival at Thaa’s edge, by the visit of Bryde’s whales who, just 
like grown dolphins, love to follow the boats diving up and 
down in their proximity.

Next stop of navigation is the passage by LAAMU ATOLL: 
another scarcely attended destination, where we seldom cross 
other safaris, as it’s almost exclusively a passage point. But it’s 
de�nitely worth it to rest there for a while in order to fully enjoy 
its extraordinary channels, where it’s not unusual to meet 
cartilage �sh, both pelagic and �ltrators, migratory �sh and 
large predators, in a triumph of colors given by corals still in 
health and entirety.

And we �nally make it to SOUTH HUVADHOO, the second 
largest atoll on Earth. Despite its great dimensions, dives in the 
North East monsoon season are concentrated in short tracks of 
navigation along the eastern edge, which is why lingering in 
Huvadhoo is absolutely recommended to non-divers too, who 
can enjoy the uncountable pristine beaches and sandbanks, 
where they might dedicate to swims and tanning with no 
comparison.

3 Dives a day and NITROX FOR FREE
UNDERWATER SCOOTER on board our boats

highly recommended even to non-divers
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MALDIVES  

‘’THE BEST SEVEN’’

DIVING

Channel dives are universally known as possibly among the most 
exciting of the world, where the dropo�s remind of theatre galleries 
deliberately designed so the public can freely enjoy the show of �sh 
passing by.

Those who don’t mean to face the depths with scuba units, but would 
rather stick to observing �sh and corals from above, won’t be 
disappointed by the snorkeling tours. Great coral towers, soft and 
hard, still in very good conditions, host hundreds of species of barrier 
�sh who are not frightened yet by the human presence. Given the 
large amount of seaweed algae, besides, there is a very high number 
of green turtles, often observed in more than one specimen per site. 
One more thrilling activity to carry out in this faraway atoll, whose 
pace is still imposed by Nature, is �shing. While navigation’s you can 
experiment the catch large individuals of sail �sh, oceanic tunas, 
marlins. Also line �shing can grant anyone incredible satisfaction due 
to the large amount of �sh still living in these Southern seas. The atoll 
is actually popular for its tuna factories, whose �shing remains one of 
the few really sustainable on the Planet.

Here too it is possible to watch the whale shark at night – and most 
times more than one specimen at a time! Once again our crew will 
mount the stern lighting hoping for these gentle giants to visit with 
us for a midnight snack. Either slightly earlier or slightly later.
Leaving Huvadhoo we get to FOAMMULAH, an island in the Equator 
channel advanced to the role of atoll even though not technically 
such. Dives in this area are most de�nitely reserved to expert divers, 
seeking for extraordinary adventures. 

In co-operation with Fuvamulah Dreams Diving Center you will be 
taken to the famous Tiger Zoo in search of tiger, thresher, silver tip 
sharks and much else. Each dive represents a unique and 
unpredictable emotion, with guaranteed large predators and, 
sometimes, even special surprises as whale sharks, oceanic white tip 
sharks and so forth.
De�nitely an itinerary for most re�ned travelers, destined for those 
recreational divers who already are familiar with the Maldives and 
perhaps look for a new thrill.

Once left the atoll-island of Foammulah we o�cially cross 
the Equator line to get to the most Southern and remote 
atoll of the whole Archipelago: ADDU.

These waters are seldom visited by safaris, therefore the 
dive sites are absolutely peculiar and uncontaminated. It is 
possible to dive a manta rays cleaning station, besides the 
classically North exposed channels where to observe 
dozens of sharks and pelagic �sh. Last but not least, a real 
must-see is one of the best known and least visited ship 
wrecks of the country: the British oil tanker British Loyalty. 
Built in 1928, vastly used during WW2 and twice 
torpedoed by the Japanese marine in 1942 e and 1944, 
she was �nally put at rest by the Royal Navy who decided 
to sink her honoring her with a marine burial scuttling her 
in 1946, in Addu waters. A 460 x 65 ft wreck, suitable for all 
levels of divers lying between 50 and 115 feet depth.



Diving Dhoni                                                  Tender                                                        Sup 

Kayak                                                                              Snorkeling

MY DUKE OF YORK
with Massage Center

MY CONTE MAX
with Massage Center

LATEST NEWS - UNDERWATER SCOOTER on board our boats

SAFETY & UNDERWATER SAFETY

Available on our boats: "NAUTILUS LIFE LINE" dispersed underwater tracking advice
Medical OXIGEN- DEFIBRILLATOR – OZONE machine for SANITIZATION .

OUR BOATS / YACHTS  
The accommodation on board our boats (superior - luxury category motor yachts) is provided in double cabins 
with private bathrooms, and air conditioning. Full board includes typical International and Italian cuisine based on 
fresh �sh. On board you will be exclusive guests welcomed according to the clichés of the proverbial friendliness 
of the Luxury Yacht Maldives sta�.

The boats are always accompanied by our loyal diving dhoni and by the comfortable tender essentials for an elite 
organization. This vacation will bring to you favors of a unique and unparalleled journey unlike many other 
standard cruises.
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MALDIVES 
‘’THE BEST SEVEN’’

TRAVEL POSSIBILITIES 

HUVADHOO a cruise for everyone
Divers    Snorkelers    Lovers of the sea    Fishermen    Surfers    Wellness & Relax

Programs Families with children
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HUVADHOO - FOAMMULAH HUVADHOO - FOAMMULAH - ADDU

LAAMU - HUVADHOO ADDU - FOAMMULAH - HUVADHOO - LAAMU 
THAA - MALE

HUVADHOO

LUXURY YACHT
MALDIVES

booking@luxuryyachtmaldives.com
www.luxuryyachtmaldives.com

Mobile & WhatsApp
+39- 335-6773164
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